Synthetic and Analytical Means of Expressing Aktionsart in the Ukrainian and Serbian Languages

Introduction

One of the parameters according to which verb action can be characterized is the “way an action flows over time”. The specificity of Slavic languages that the verb lexeme itself, independent of its specific use, contains important information about the time flow of the action indicated by that lexeme (Петрухина, 1998; Сигалов, 1978) caused the occurrence of a separate grammatical category of aspect in Slavic languages, and later also the semantic or semantic-formation category of aktionsart. As a set of aspectual meanings different from those expressed by the category of aspect, aktionsart was first noted by the Swedish Slavicist S. Agrel in 1908 (Агрэльль, 1962, p. 36).

After two papers key to the further development of learning about aktionsart appeared – the doctoral dissertation of J. S. Maslov (Маслов, 1957),
and the grammar of the Russian language (in comparison with Slovak) by A. V. Isačenko (Исаченко, 1960), the second half of the 20th century will be marked by numerous studies the subject of which will be the classification of aktionsart verb classes, their semantic and formal characteristics in Slavic languages (primarily Russian). However, only the functional approach to the category of aspectuality, which also includes aktionsart, will draw attention to the analytical means of expressing aktionsart’s meaning as well. Thus, speaking about aspectuality, A. V. Bondarko (Бондарко, 1987, p. 40) points out that it refers to the sphere of the verb predicate, as well as the statement as a whole, more precisely, the predicative center that is made up of the predicate and the elements that determine it, and V. S. Hrakovski (Храковский, 1980, p. 8) will explicitly note that, in addition to synthetic ones, there is also “analytical aktionsart”, and point out that in Slavic languages (as well as in languages of other families), there are many aktionsart meanings that are expressed analytically, and that have not been researched just because they are not expressed synthetically as well. V. S. Hrakovski (Храковский, 1980, 1987) illustrates this approach with phasal examples.

Aktionsart was the subject of several monographs or parts of monographs in Serbian and Ukrainian linguistics (Novakov, 2005; Вихованець & Горodenська, 2004; Вихованець et al., 2017; Грубор, 1953; Поповић, 2008; Русановский et al., 1986; Соколова, 2003, 2021; Тошович, 2009), and certain aktionsart classes in the Ukrainian language were the subject of several dissertations and a number of scientific articles. However, none of these studies consider the analytical means of expressing aktionsart. The first such research is presented in our monograph “Aktionsart: semantics and form in Ukrainian and Serbian language” (Ивановић, 2016), which we will supplement and further specify herein, and consider the research from the perspective of the relationship between analytical and synthetic means in the analyzed languages and the possible typological implications.

By observing aktionsart as a semantic category, the basis of which is marking the way an action takes place in time, by applying a functional approach, and directing the analysis from content to form, we start, therefore, from the thesis that aktionsart meanings are, as additional features that indicate specific parameters of how the action flows over time, as a rule formally expressed not only synthetically, at the level of the verb lexeme, but also analytically, at the syntactic level – in a combination of the verb lexeme with other words (verbs, particles, adverbs, noun words) that function as a kind of aktionsart operator.
Aktionsart meanings are expressed primarily at the lexical-formation level, when the bearer of aktionsart meaning in the verb lexeme is a formative affix: запевати, напевати се, певушти, попе́вати, пропевати / виспівувати, відспівати, доспівавати, заспівати, наспіваватися, наспівувати, переспівати, підспівувати, поспівувати, поспівувати, etc. Verb lexemes joined by a specific aktionsart meaning, or a combination of aktionsart meanings, which have specific formative affixes as indicators of that meaning, make an aktionsart verb class (Rus. способы глагольного действия, Pol. rodzaje czynności (akcji)). Aktionsart classes (AC) of verbs are the basic bearers of aktionsart meanings in Slavic languages, which is why they are often what the category of aktionsart comes down to in research.

Aktionsart meanings can also be expressed through the connection between the verb and the words that are the lexical bearers of those meanings. In that case, we are talking about the lexical-syntactic level of expressing aktionsart, and we distinguish two types of means: those where aktionsart meanings are expressed as part of a (compound) predicate – analytical aktionsart constructions, comprised of a verb (rarely a particle) as the bearer of a specific aktionsart meaning, and a verb or a noun word as the bearer of lexical meaning: почети певати, наставити певати, престати певати / почати співати, продовжити співати, престати співати, etc. The second type of means is predominantly lexical (various clauses that carry a specific meaning); they are less grammaticalized because the aktionsart meanings are expressed outside the predicate, that is, at the sentence level. This means of expression is typical, for example, for the aktionsart meaning of iterativeness, where the clause is combined with other indicators (such as the semantics of the verb, aspect-tense forms, etc.), but it is still precisely what indicates the iterative interpretation of the statement, cf. Он је писао мајци и Он је често / редовно / ретко / сваког дана писао мајци или Он би записао мајци писмо (али нема папира) and Он би понекад записао мајци писмо.

Although analytical means are generally not included in the description of aktionsart, even though the peculiarity of Slavic languages is that the verb lexeme itself can and does contain important aspectual and, even more narrowed down, aktionsart information, reducing the means of expressing aktionsart to formative, i.e. to the AC of verbs, represents a one-sided approach, and cannot be an adequate basis for a contrastive analysis of aktionsart, and including other means, primarily aktionsart constructions, in the description and analysis can yield results that would be of broader typological significance.
The material for our research was works of Ukrainian and Serbian 20th century literature¹ (about 3000 pages for each language). In this study, we used the results and materials collected as part of a doctoral dissertation, i.e., a monograph (Ивановић, 2016). The goal of this research is to observe the mutual relationship between these means, and the similarities and differences in the ways they function in the studied languages, based on an overview and brief description of synthetic and analytical means of expressing aktionsart in the Serbian and Ukrainian languages (which, again, are analyzed in detail in the monograph mentioned above).

We have divided the semantic zone of aktionsart into four typical complexes of meaning: phasal meaning complex, determinative meaning complex, plural meaning complex, and gradual meaning complex. Each of these complexes has its own semantic and formal features, occupying a specific place within aktionsart itself, but also within the framework of broader semantic categories. Phasal and determinative represent a type of qualitative aktionsart, while plural and gradual have a quantitative nature.

**Phasal meaning complex**

The phasal meaning complex includes the meanings of initiality, intra-terminality, and completion with its sub-meanings, which are united in the phasal semantic category. Initial meaning in both the Ukrainian and the Serbian languages is expressed systematically at the formative level: the AC of initial verbs. In both languages, several word-formation models are present in our corpus with a representative number of examples. In the analyzed languages, these models match to a large extent; they involve equivalent prefixes за- (запевати / заспівати), по- (поћи / піти) and раз-/роз- (расплакати се / розплакатися), while the models with the prefix про- (проговорити) and the prefix уз- (узбуркати се) are characteristic only for the Serbian language.

In the Ukrainian and Serbian languages, initial meaning can also be expressed analytically within constructions with a wide range of verbs – as many

---

¹ Sources of examples are online libraries of Ukrainian (Укрлiб – Біблiотека української літератури, n.d.) and Serbian literature (Антологија српске књижевности, n.d.; Вишњић, 1999), hence we only list the author’s first name initial and last name in the examples.
as 23 in each language. The core of these constructions are verbs the primary meaning of which is initial, which are also the most frequent in our corpus: почети (and prefixal derivatives започети, отпочети) in Serbian, that is почати(ся) (with a prefix: розпочати(ся)) in Ukrainian, as well as the verb стати / стати in both languages. In both languages, we also distinguish numerous verbs where the initial meaning is secondary: (по)кренути, ступити, поћи, приступити, бацити се, прећи, дати се, надати (се), латити се, узети, ударити, заподенути, заметнути, прионути, etc. in Serbian, that is встути, приступити, завести, повести, кинутися, метнутися, пуститися, заходитися, піти, перейти, взяти(ся), заповзятися, ухопитися, вдарилися, etc. in Ukrainian. Constructions with these verbs are less frequent in our corpus, some of the mentioned verbs in addition to the initial meaning also introduce the seme of increased intensity (e.g., бацити се, дати се, ударити / заходитися, кинутися, пуститися), while others have a limited, almost phraseological connectivity (e.g., the Serbian verbs заподенути, заметнути). In aktionsart constructions, the initial verbs are combined with a verb complement in the form of the infinitive of an IMPERF verb (in Serbian also in the form of the construction да + present): почети певати, кренути помагати / почати співати, заходитися допомагати, пуститися тікати, etc., and with a noun suffix, most often in the form of an accusative case without a preposition, but also in other cases: почети песму, кренути у напад, приступити послу, латити се посла, бацити се на читање, прећи на напад / почати пісню, приступити до праці, взяти до боротьби, перейти на шепіт, etc. The verb стати in the Ukrainian language is also combined with so-called analytical verbs: стало шкода. In the Ukrainian language, we also distinguish constructions with the particles (і/та) давай, (і/та) ну and the IMPERF verb in the infinitive, which have an additional intensity seme as well: Позіскакували вони із сідел, скрутили білі руки і давай нагаями шмагати (Г. Тютюник). Synthetic and analytical means are almost equally represented in both languages (see Table 2 below).

Intraterminal meaning, which includes the middle phase – the unfolding of a situation that has begun but is not yet finished, is expressed primarily by unmarked (just as the middle phase itself is not marked) forms of the imperfective aspect in the current-durative use: Аслан розповідає, а слідчий пише, аж-но піт йому виступає, сопе, прикусує язика й пише (І. Багряний); Греяло нас је пролећно сунце, около је све цветало и мирисало (В. Стева-новић). There are no aktionsart verb classes to express this phase in either of
the analyzed languages, and aktionsart constructions are used only in those cases where the development of a situation is indicated in relation to another situation, or despite external interferences. We distinguish two types of constructions: 1. with verbs that express the meaning of the end of the situation with a negation (negation of the end of the situation indicates that the given situation is still ongoing), where practically all verbs that express the final phase of a situation can function (see below), and 2. with verbs that have an intraterminal meaning as well (constructions with these verbs can also express resuming an interrupted action): продовжувати(ся) / продовжити(ся), тривати, (за)лишатися / (за)лишитися in Ukrainian, and наставляти (се) / наставити (се), трајати, останяти / остати in Serbian. In these constructions, the same as in initial constructions, we can have (depending on the verb carrying the phase meaning) the IMPERF verb in the infinitive form (да + present, also the present participle in Serbian): не престајати певати, настављати радити, остати седети (седећи) / не переставати болити, продовжити мовчати, лишатися стояти or a noun, most often in the accusative form: не завршити песму, настављати разговор (са разговором) / не закинути роботу, продовжувати розмову, etc. Constructions with particles – знай and an IMPERF verb, which highlight the meaning of continuity with an additional intensity seme in Ukrainian and in Serbian with the particle ли and a repeated IMPERF verb in the present form, have a special place: А ковалі знай кували, та не всі водне (Ю. Мушкетик); Кад, гле, чуда: што више змија јури, све већи бива размак… Лети ли, лети Варалица: слатки му ветар у уху хуји (Г. Олујић). The proportion of these expressive constructions is relatively small in our corpus, so we can consider them peripheral in the expression of intraterminality; on the other hand, intraterminal constructions with verbs are present with a representative number of examples (see Table 2).

When it comes to the aktionsart meaning of ending a situation, the aspectual category of terminativeness/non-terminativeness plays an important role. Terminative situations (aimed at reaching a specific internal limit as a result) end “by themselves” when they reach that limit, that is, achieve a result. The aktionsart meaning of the end of a situation here merges with the terminative-aspectual meaning of resultantiveness as its implication, and resultantive perfective verbs can be considered the means of its expression.

When expressing the end of a terminative situation, attention can be focused on the entire final stage while emphasizing its definitive completion.
The meaning of completeness is expressed both through word-formation (prefix до- in both languages), i.e., by means of AC of complete verbs: дочитати, дописати, as well as by analytical – aktionsart constructions with verbs like докінчити / довршити and a noun in the accusative case without a preposition, and also by phraseological constructions like довести – доводити щось до кінця, дійти – доходити до кінця / довести – доводити нешто до краї, доћи – долазити до краја, привести – приводити нешто країу. Completeness is expressed analytically much more often in Serbian than in Ukrainian.² In the Ukrainian language, it is more typical to convey the meaning of completeness by employing word formation, while in the Serbian language, it is limited to a smaller number of verbs (see Table 2).

Situations that do not have an internal limit end either with an interruption or at a moment when, for some reason of an internal nature, it becomes impossible for them to continue. The meaning of finiteness as the ending of an aterminative situation is expressed only synthetically, through word formation, i.e., by means of the finite AC: verbs with the prefixes од-, пре- in the Serbian language: одзвонити, преболети and вид від-, пере-, and the confix від-...-ся in Ukrainian: віддзвеніти, переволіти. The finite AC of the verb is used twice as often in the Ukrainian language; on the other hand, in the Serbian language, many finitives recorded in dictionaries are not confirmed in the corpus (see Table 2). Aktionsart constructions do not function as a means of expressing this specific final meaning in either the Ukrainian or the Serbian language.

While aktionsart verb classes are used to express specific subtypes of the final meaning, in both languages, the most direct meaning of finality is expressed by aktionsart constructions in which the bearers of meaning are 26 verbs in the Ukrainian language and 14 in Serbian.³ Aktionart constructions are represented in a vast number of examples (over 1000 for both languages), and the most frequent verbs in them are закінчити and перестати in Ukrainian, which are престати and завршити in Serbian. The majority of final verbs in the Serbian language function only with noun complements, mostly in the form of the accusative case without a preposition, except for the verb престати, which is most often used with a verb complement; in the Ukrainian language,  

² Additionally, in most of the Ukrainian examples with analytical constructions we have speaking situations, while in the Serbian examples there are very diverse situations.
³ The difference in the number of verbs is the result of, primarily, the large number of derivatives from the same root in the Ukrainian language that mutually differ only in prefix (кінчити, закінчити, покінчити, скінчити; лишити, залишити, облишити, полишити).
the verb complement is used more widely, parallel with the noun complement, and with the verb *перестать* to, as in Serbian, only the verb complement is used: *престати смејати се*, *завршити читане* (са читањем), *окончати посао / перестати сміятися*, *закінчити читати*, *лишити справу*, *закінчити суперечки* (з суперечками), etc.

The meaning of interruption, which implies that the situation is not ending by itself, but is interrupted by a voluntary act of the performer or another participant in the situation, is expressed in both languages only by analytical means – constructions with the verbs *прекинути*, *зауставити / перервати*, *перебити*, *урвати*, *зупинити*, mostly with a noun complement: *прекинути рад*, *прекинути госте у разговору*, *зауставити свађу / перервати роботу*, *перебити мовчанку*, *урвати розповідь*, *зупинити роботу*, etc.

### Determinative meaning complex

The determinative meaning complex includes delimitative and perdurative modifications that denote the situation as a whole by indicating its duration in a limited time interval. Perdurative and delimitative meanings are distinguished based on the feature of definite/indefinite limitation. Delimitative indicates an action that occurred in a limited and indefinite time interval, after which the action stopped. The duration of the time interval is most often evaluated as short. Perdurative is used to express a situation that lasted for a specific limited time interval, spanning that entire interval. The duration of the interval is specified chiefly lexically and is usually evaluated as long or even too long.

The basic means of expressing delimitative meaning in both languages is the AC of verbs with the prefix *пос*- and *пос*- in Ukrainian and the prefixes *при*- and *про*- in Serbian. This word-formation model is represented in the Ukrainian language with a large number of derivatives. It has a broad derivative base, and in our corpus, more than 200 verbs were recorded in almost 700 examples: *посидіти*, *постояти*, *почекати*, *походити*, *поспати*, *помовчати*, *погуляти*, *погратися*, etc. In the Serbian corpus, ten times fewer verbs were confirmed, that is, 20 in slightly fewer than 200 examples: *поседети*, *поразговарати*, *поћутати*, *постојати*, *поживети*, *пограти*, *помучити*, *почекати*, etc. In the Serbian language, certain verbs with the prefix *при*-: *придржати*, *припазити*, *причекати*, *причувати*, etc., and with the prefix *про*-: *провеселити*, *провозати* (се), *продремати*, *прокупати* (се),
проћаскати, also have a delimitative meaning. The delimitative meaning is not expressed through aktionsart constructions in either of the analyzed languages. In the Ukrainian language, the central means of expressing this meaning is the delimitative AC, and in Serbian, it is a combination of the IMPERF verb with clauses such as неко време, that is, the syntactic level.

Perdurativeness in both languages is expressed through the AC of verbs that are formed using several prefixes: про-, пере-, від-, за-, ви- in Ukrainian and the equivalent про-, пре-, од- and за- in Serbian: промучитися, перележати, відсидіти, висидіти, заночувати / преседети, пробдетьи, одлежати, заноћити, etc. As with delimitative meaning, the perdurative AC of verbs is more present in the Ukrainian corpus than in the Serbian one (see Table 2). However, unlike delimitativeness, perdurativeness can also be expressed with analytical constructions, which compensate for the low productivity of the means of word-formation in the Serbian language. This refers to constructions with the verb провести and a verb in the form of the present participle (провести нох седєї) or a noun in the locative case with the preposition у (провести лето у путовањима), which are represented in our corpus with a slightly higher number of examples than examples with the perdurative AC (almost 200). There are also equivalent constructions in the Ukrainian language; however, their frequency in the corpus is much lower (30 examples), whereby in most of them, the verb провести has the meaning “боравити”, cf. Ї ту ніч провели під голим небом, туючись навколо багаття (І. Білик) and Цілий день провела в садах Топкапи (П. Загребельний).

Plural meaning complex

The plural meaning complex implies determining an action according to its divisibility and repetition. We highlight aktionsart modifications (additional features of the flow of the situation) distributiveness, cumulativeness, iterativeness, and aktionsart properties (permanent features of the flow of the situation) multiplicativeness / semelfactiveness.

Multiplicativeness is characterized by the internal division of a procedural situation that takes place in one period of time, and with completely identical participants. As an aktionsart property, i.e., the way a situation flows over time that is inherent to a specific type of situation, it is primarily
expressed lexically, that is contained in the meaning of the verb lexeme itself, although many multiplicatives are formally marked with the infinitive suffix а:- куцати, махати, јаукати, бљескати, климати / стукати, махати, ойкати, блимати, кивати, etc.

Formally and semantically, semelfactives correlate with multiplicatives. They denote an action where the moment of the beginning and the end coincide, that is, which takes place once. Semelfactives are constructed from multiplicatives using the suffix -ну-, and aspectologists usually distinguish them as a special Aktionsart even though they also do not represent aktionsart modifications but rather properties: куцнути, махнути, јаукнути, бљеснути, климнути / стукнути, махнути, ойкнути, блимнути, кивнути. In both languages, this Aktionsart is represented with a large number of verbs in an even larger number of examples, so we did not perform a statistical analysis. Neither multiplicativeness nor semelfactiveness are expressed analytically.

Distributiveness is characterized by the internal division of a procedural situation, which takes place in one period of time, but each micro-situation into which the macro-situation is divided differs by one actant, or by one actant and a sir-constant. In both analyzed languages, distributiveness is expressed through the corresponding Aktionsart of verbs formed using several word-formation models.

In the Ukrainian language, there are three mono-prefixal models: with the prefixes по-, пере- and ви-: переламати, побудити, виловити and several poly-prefixal: повиходити, повідівати, посвидкати, позабувати, понаносити, пообидати, поприходити, порозкривати, etc. The Serbian language also has several poly-prefixal models: позаборавити, поразбијати, поубијати, подоносити, испреметати, испродавати, изотварати, etc., and among the mono-prefixal, the most frequent are models with the prefixes по- and из-: побацати, избудити, etc. Distributiveness is not expressed through analytical means in neither the Ukrainian nor the Serbian language.

Cumulativeness is also not expressed analytically, the meaning of which also implies a multitude of situations encompassed in a single time period with different representatives of the collective actant in each micro-situation. In both languages, there is the same word-formation model with the prefix на: нагомилати, накупити, напричити / наговорити, назбирати, натаскати, etc.

Iterativeness is characterized by the internal division of a procedural situation that takes place in several different time periods, and whose participants are
the same. Iterativeness is primarily expressed at the syntactic level by combining a verb (most often IMPERF, which indicates a situation that can be subject to iterativeness) with clauses of cyclicity (such as сваког дана / щодня), interval (such as редовно / регулярно), and usuality (such as обично / звичайно). Clauses represent a central means since they unambiguously point to an iterative interpretation of a statement, while other means (aspectual and tense forms, the potential form in Serbian) have other functions besides the iterative, which are at the same time primary. The iterative verb class, which is small in numbers, and various constructions are also peripheral means of expressing iterativeness.

In both analyzed languages, there is a small number of verb suffixal derivatives that have this meaning: in Serbian, these are the verbs виђати, ручавати, вечеравати, ноћивати; in Ukrainian, several verbs with the suffix -ува-: чувати, говорювати, знавати, живати, їдати, пивати, only the first one of which is confirmed in our corpus, and also in both languages the verb бивати / бувати in certain meanings (the last one represented in about a hundred examples in each language). The iterative seme can also be distinguished in certain Ukrainian verbs with the prefix попо-, such as попоходити. Considering the small number of functional derivatives in both languages, we can only tentatively speak about the iterative AC of verbs. It should also be noted that the verbs of this AC are significantly more frequent in the Serbian corpus: they are recorded in 160 examples, the most being the verb виђати (128), compared to 15 examples (all with the verb чувати) in the Ukrainian corpus.

In the Ukrainian language, we observe constructions with the particle бувало, буває, було, in conjunction with IMPERF verbs in the present or perfect form, but also with PERF verbs in the future form, which are used to express iterativeness with an evocative tone: Лисий тесть Марко не давав їй проходу. Ночами, бувало, гониться за нею по снігу до сусідів (У. Самчук). Constructions with the particles – ото and, more rarely, оце, and a verb in the present or simple future form also have an iterative meaning in the Ukrainian language: А що вже того Володька напестила – страх один. Сяде ото біля нього і починає щось оповідати про Залужжя, про своїх знайомих (У. Самчук). In the Serbian language, we observe aktionsart constructions with the verb дешавати се + да + present (more often of PERF verbs) which have the meaning of episodicity: Дешава се (...) да свратим ту и да заседнем за неки од столова између оних бреза и погледам, из те мале пустоши, преко кафанског крова у београдско небо (М. Тешић). Constructions with the verb умећи + infinitive / да + present of PERF verbs also express episodic, irregular repetition, but they can also
express qualitative or generic iterativeness: Паметан човек тада седи у топлој соби, уз печење и врућу ракију... Уме да јурне у мрак, не штеди се, али опет није за дужа путовања (М. Данојлић), and constructions with the verbs знати, хтети can express episodic and/or habitual iterativeness: Ено, и она моја покојница [...] знала ми је, брате, рондати и чантрати ка млинско чекетало (Б. Ћопић); Прсне неких пута за најмању ситницу грди, праска, па богме хоће и да ударе (Л. Лазаревић). Iterative aktionsart constructions are approximately equally represented in both corpora (see Table 2).

**Gradual meaning complex**

The gradual meaning complex also belongs to quantitative aktionsart, and the action is determined according to the degree of manifestation of the features of the procedural situation, often with the modification of other aspectual characteristics. Although the gradual semantics is typical primarily for word types such as adjectives and adverbs, in verbs, we can observe all types of gradation: selective (majorative verbs), normative (category of intensity through various intensive and attenuative ACs, category of excessiveness through the ACs of surplus and deficit excessives and saturatives), and a special place is occupied by dynamic gradation (with the development of a situation over time, the degree of manifestation of a feature also increases – evolutive AC).

The gradation of features of a procedural situation can be expressed within the verb – contained in the lexical meaning of the verb itself (e.g., in the case of lexical intensives and attenuatives such as буктати / палати that is тиняти / жеврити) or through the means of word-formation within different ACs, and it can also be expressed outside of it as well – through the syntactic connection of the predicate with lexical indicators of the corresponding gradual meaning (various adverbs and prepositional-case constructions with the meaning of increased intensity such as jako / сильно, weakened intensity such as слабо, excessiveness such as сувише / надто, etc.) or complex syntactic relations within the whole (compound) sentence.

Due to the limited scope of this paper, we will not consider here in detail all the numerous aktionsart classes and subclasses (e.g., within intensive, as many as six subclasses can be distinguished in the Ukrainian language, and 4 in the Serbian language) with gradual semantics, the bearers of which in both languages
are primarily prefixes: in the case of the majorative – натпевати / переспівати; intensive – изгрдити, замазати, облепити, измолити, износити / вилаяти, натомитися, забруднити, обкласти, випросити, заносити; attenuative – нагрести, подрхтавати, притворити, залечити / надкусити, підвеселити, прикрити; excessive surplus – прекувати / переварити, excessive deficit – потценити / недооцінити, saturative – найести се / найстися, etc. In the Serbian language, suffixes are the basic bearers of the meaning of reduced intensity – грицкати, дрхтурити, певушити, сркутати, and in Ukrainian they are found only as a sign of increased intensity, and only in combination with semelfactive semantics – кидонути. Finally, some meanings are expressed via confixes, which we find in the case of the intensive – размахати се / розмахатися, добудитися, добрехатися, виспівувати; attenuative – подрхтавати, прибохувати се / поболовати, підштовхувати, and saturative – нагледати се / надивитися.

For most ACs, the number of confirmed verbs and excerpted examples in the corpus is approximately the same for both languages, with a slightly larger difference found only in different types of intensives (see Table 2).

Analytical constructions are not a characteristic means of expressing gradual meanings, with the exception of dynamic gradation in which evolutiveness (the process of acquiring a feature) is expressed both synthetically and analytically. The AC of evolutive verbs is primarily formed with the suffixes е-, -и-, -а-, -ну- in Serbian, that is -і-, -а-, nu- in Ukrainian from the positive or comparative forms of adjectives, less often nouns: бладети, старити, јачати, рђати, трунути / бліднути, старіти, дужчати, etc. Also, in both languages, there are numerous prefixal-suffixal, as well as reflexive derivatives with an evolutive meaning: осиро-машавати, поскупљавати, прљати се, подмлађивати се / висихати, обмо-кати, розкисати, стихати, бруднитися, омолоджуватися, etc. Evolutiveness, however, is also expressed analytically through the phase-evolutive verb постајати / ставати, робитися and adjectives and adverbs in the positive or comparative form: Глас учитељице постаје све тиши, губи се негде потпуно (И. Андрић) / Мекіт їхній під той час ставав також інакший, солодкий та прохальний (В. Шевчук); Улас робився ще мовчазнішим і замкнутішим (Г. Тютюник) and, only in Serbia, the verb бивати and the comparative form of an adjective: А дувански дим бивао је све гушћи док сам ја празнио чашу за чашом (Д. Васић). Statistical analysis of this aktionsart class and corresponding constructions was not performed considering the large number of examples in both languages.

Aktionsart constructions also function as a means of expressing majorativeness in both languages. These are constructions with verbs such as надмаши‌ти,
превазићи / перевершити, обігнати, and a noun in the instrumental or locative case with the preposition у: Јања је умела да додели своју ствар тако здуше и од срца, да је у томе погледу [додељивању М. И.] за три копља одскакала од свих жена које сам познавао (Д. Ненадић); Зар му нису звездочатци још при рођењу прорекли да ће памећу и величином надмашићи стоп и једног бивше Цара? (Г. Олујић) / Жінки, по-моєму, перевершують чоловіків відва-гою почаття і його красою… (О. Гончар); Я знову випередила всіх свинарок: в роботі мене ніхто не обжене (О. Корнійчук). The proportion of such constructions in our corpus, however, is very small (see Table 2). More often, corresponding verbs function as a lexical means of expressing majorativeness, while the situation they refer to is understood from the context.

The verbs претерати / переборшити, перегнути also mostly function independently as a lexical expression of excessive surplus: Иван је у својој наивности причао све што је с Турчином разговарао, па је – као кад некога хвалимо – мало и претерао (Ј. Веселиновић) / – Ти, братику, те називаєш ладом, що витворяв цей лютий цар з киргизами? – Ну-у… він, як мовиться, тут перегнув… зарвався… (Вл. Шевчук), however, they can also be bearers of aktionsart meaning in constructions with a noun in the instrumental case with the preposition с / з or the locative case with the preposition у: Пио сам више но што треба, грешио, претеривао са јелом и лудоријама (М. Капор) / Народ дружно почав здогадуватися, що всі ми якось переборцили з успіхом, позитивним мисленням та іншими радощами життя (Д. Шевченко. „Наодинці з підлітками“, Дзеркало тижня, as cited in Mova.info: Лингвіс-тичний портал, n.d.). However, in the Serbian corpus, in about 3000 pages, a very small number of examples were recorded: 10, while in the Ukrainian corpus, no examples of such constructions were recorded, 4 so the use of analytical means can rather be considered an exception.

**Conclusions**

A table presentation of the representation of synthetic and analytical means of expressing different aktionsart meanings allows us to generalize the research results and draw conclusions:

---

4 A search in the online corpus Mova.info: Лингвістичний портал (n.d.) yielded 4 results in literature and 12 in non-fiction. The reasons may be the conversational nature of these constructions.
We observe that, although almost half (8) of the highlighted aktionsart meanings are expressed both synthetically and analytically (initial, complete, perdurative, iterative, evolutive, majorative, excessive surplus – where in the last two, the functioning of aktionsart constructions is limited and in iterative-ness both means are secondary, and the use of aktionsart verb classes is rare, especially in the Ukrainian language), the highest number (9) of meanings are
expressed only synthetically (finite, delimitative, semelfactive, distributive, cumulative, different types of intensive and attenuative, excessive deficit, saturative) and only one that is expressed only analytically (intraterminal), which confirms the well-known and recognized fact that aktionsart verb classes in Slavic languages, which include Ukrainian and Serbian, are the basic means of expressing aktionsart. However, the functioning of aktionsart constructions is also not negligible, and although they are not the central means of expressing aktionsart meanings, they are not entirely peripheral, either. Their position, closer to the center in relation to other means, is also conditioned by the fact that aktionsart expressed in this way remains in the domain of a predicate composed of a synsemantic verb (particle), and its complement in the form of a constituent verb or noun.

The role of aktionsart constructions is greater with central aktionsart meanings: in the sphere of the so-called qualitative aktionsart, especially when expressing different phasal meanings, while they are partially present within determinatives, as a means of expressing perdurativeness (and that is more dominant in the Serbian language). On the other hand, in quantitative aktionsart, which is at the intersection of two higher-ranking categories: aspectuality and quantitativeness, and thus occupies a more peripheral position within aktionsart, their role is much smaller (graduality) or minimal (plurality).

In another table, we present the statistics of the use of aktionsart verb classes, that is, aktionsart constructions in Ukrainian and Serbian. For verbs, we give the number of confirmed verbs / the total number of examples that include them in the corpus.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aktionsart meaning</th>
<th>Means of expression</th>
<th>Ukrainian language</th>
<th>Serbian language</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aktionsart verb class</td>
<td>Aktionsart construction</td>
<td>Aktionsart verb class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phasal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial</td>
<td>359/1074</td>
<td>1063</td>
<td>314/886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intraterminal</td>
<td></td>
<td>272 + 23</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final (in the narrower sense)</td>
<td></td>
<td>&gt; 1000</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>56/134</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>19/42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finite</td>
<td>69/164</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>33/80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Based on the results presented in the second table, we observe that in cases where they both function, aktionsart verb classes and aktionsart constructions are completely equal means only within the phasal meaning of initiality. In other cases, we observe a mostly marked dominance of one or the other, whereby in the Ukrainian language, the synthetic way of expressing aktionsart is prevalent, while in Serbian – analytical (complete, perdurative, excessive surplus), with the exception of majorative where this relationship is relatively balanced with a certain dominance of synthetic means in Serbian, and a negligible difference with limitations in both languages in the functioning of analytical constructions for expressing majorative meaning. In other words, where there is a possibility of choosing between synthetic and analytical means, the Ukrainian language will rather choose the synthetic, while the Serbian language will choose the analytical. In the case of iterativeness, as previously noted, in both languages, both aktionsart verb classes and aktionsart constructions are peripheral means of expression.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aktionsart meaning</th>
<th>Ukrainian language</th>
<th>Serbian language</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aktionsart verb class</td>
<td>Aktionsart construction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aktionsart verb class</td>
<td>Aktionsart construction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Determinative</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delimitative</td>
<td>209/694</td>
<td>20/196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perdurative</td>
<td>55/341</td>
<td>30/251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25/164</td>
<td>177/160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Plural</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiplicative</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semelfactive</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distributive</td>
<td>622/2469</td>
<td>150/727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cumulative</td>
<td>58/260</td>
<td>28/109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iterative</td>
<td>1/15</td>
<td>88/4160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>75/160</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gradual</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evolutive</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Majorative</td>
<td>20/58</td>
<td>25/25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensive</td>
<td>231/827</td>
<td>154/417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attenuative</td>
<td>149/754</td>
<td>145/776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excessive surplus</td>
<td>32/90</td>
<td>40/83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excessive deficit</td>
<td>14/43</td>
<td>7/34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturative</td>
<td>49/200</td>
<td>36/149</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As for the aktionsart verb classes, if we compare the number of verbs confirmed in the corpus and the total number of excerpted examples in which they are found, we notice that the number of lexemes representing separate aktionsart verb classes is almost in all cases (the exception is majorative and excessive surplus, although in both the difference is not pronounced) greater in Ukrainian than in Serbian, which is especially pronounced in the case of the qualitative aktionsart, where it is two times (finite, perdurative), three times (complete), and even ten times (delimitative) greater. Conversely, if we compare the number of examples in which, where they are used, aktionsart constructions are realized, their number is at least two times (complete) to many times (perdurative) higher in the Serbian language. We observe an approximately equal number of realizations for both types of means only with the initial meaning. With the plural meaning complex, we performed a statistical analysis on distributives and cumulatives, and it confirms the general tendency: the number of verb lexemes representing these classes is four (with distributives), that is, two times larger in Ukrainian than in Serbian (with cumulatives). The greatest similarities are observed in the case of gradual modifications, with a more pronounced difference only in the domain of the intensive class. From the above, a more general conclusion that could be of typological importance emerges: although in both languages there are developed word-formation models for all aktionsart meanings, the Serbian language does not sufficiently use its word-formation potential and is more prone to analytical means, and where such means are not available, the expression of aktionsart meanings outside the predicate, at the syntactic level (using different clauses or even within a compound sentence). The Ukrainian language, on the other hand, is more inclined to choose synthetic means.
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**Synthetic and analytical means of expressing aktionsart in the Ukrainian and Serbian languages**

The paper analyzes the aktionsart verb classes and aktionsart constructions as means of expressing aktionsart in the Ukrainian and Serbian languages. We single out four complexes of aktionsart meanings: phasal, determinative, plural, and gradual. For each of them, we determine the type and composition of the means of expression with the aim of observing the mutual relationship between these means and the similarities and differences in their func-
tioning in the analyzed languages. Based on the analysis, we conclude that analytical means, although not central, are relatively represented in both languages, especially in the sphere of qualitative aktionsart, and that, although there are appropriate word-formation models in both languages, the Serbian language favors analytical, and the Ukrainian synthetic means of expressing aktionsart.
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